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Greater Orlando Aviation Authority, Florida 
Orlando International Airport 
New Issue Report 

Key Rating Drivers 
Summary: The ratings reflect Orlando International Airport’s (OIA, the airport) leading 
origination and destination (O&D) market position, with nearly 19 million enplanements and a 
diverse carrier mix. The Greater Orlando Aviation Authority (GOAA) benefits from a rate-by-
resolution airline agreement, which provides competitive airline costs and strong cost recovery 
supplemented by passenger facility charges (PFCs) and robust non-airline revenue streams.  

The rating also reflects GOAA’s healthy debt service ratios and low leverage levels. GOAA’s  
$3 billion capital improvement plan (CIP) through 2023 is sizable, including future potential 
borrowing on both debt liens, but Fitch Ratings expects metrics to remain consistent with the 
current rating level over the near term. The subordinate lien’s lower rating reflects its junior 
claim to airport revenues coupled with lower covenant levels.  

Stable Traffic and Diverse Carrier Mix: (Revenue Risk — Volume: Stronger) The airport’s 
sizable 95% O&D base provided stable performance over recent years, and benefits from 
encompassing Florida’s premier leisure market. The airport’s carrier diversity is a credit positive, 
with Southwest Airlines Co. (BBB+/Stable) holding the largest share of enplanements at 27%. 

Competitive Cost Structure: (Revenue Risk — Price: Stronger) GOAA’s three-year rate-by-
resolution agreement, effective October 2016, is largely the same as the prior agreement, with 
compensatory rate-making for the terminal and residual rate-making for the airfield, and net 
revenue sharing for participating carriers.  

Airline costs have remained low, with cost per enplaned passenger (CPE) at $4.50 in fiscal 2015. 
Fitch expects CPE to rise to around $10 as borrowings for capital improvements come online, but 
costs would still be considered competitive for a large hub airport. Airline revenues provide for 
robust cost recovery when viewed with PFCs and GOAA’s healthy non-airline revenues. 

Sizable Capital Plan: (Infrastructure Development and Renewal: Midrange) GOAA’s CIP is 
sizable, with major projects including North Terminal and airfield improvements, the South 
Terminal automated people mover (APM) and South Terminal Complex (STC). The $1.8 billion 
STC is a 16-gate new facility that will seek to accommodate long-term domestic and international 
traffic growth. The plan is mostly debt funded at roughly 68%, including prior and future senior 
and subordinate airport debt, with grants, pay-go PFCs and airport cash comprising the 
remainder.  

Conservative Debt Structure: (Debt Structure: Stronger — Senior, Midrange — Sub) The 
airport has all fixed-rate debt with standard structural features and a manageable amortization 
profile, with the subordinate lien having a junior claim to airport revenues and lower covenants. 
GOAA’s planned revision of PFC use to become a debt service offset versus pledged revenue 
will not affect the credit of the bonds. 

Strong Financial Profile: GOAA currently has stable financial operations, with adequate 
senior-lien fiscal 2015 debt coverage at 2.15x; relatively low overall fiscal 2015 leverage at 2.0x 
net debt to cash flow available for debt service (CFADS); and strong liquidity, at 658 days cash 
on hand, based on 2016 cash reserves and budgeted expenses. Should the full financing plan 
move forward, total coverage may narrow to 1.2x and overall leverage could rise to 6.0x, which 
may pressure ratings. 

Ratings 
New Issues  
$196,000,000 Senior Airport 

Facilities Revenue Bonds, 
Series 2016A and 2016B AA– 

$40,000,000 Senior Airport 
Facilities Revenue Refunding 
Bonds, Series 2016C AA– 

  
Outstanding Debt  
$821,010,000 Senior Airport 

Facilities Revenue Bonds AA– 
$62,765,000 Subordinate Airport 

Facilities Revenue Bonds A+ 

Note: GOAA also has $52 million in 
senior parity bank loans, $160 million 
parity subordinate LOCs, and $53 million 
Florida Department of Transportation 
joint participation agreement not rated by 
Fitch. 
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Peer Group 
The airport’s peers include other south Florida airports with similar market characteristics, such 
as Tampa Hillsborough County (AA–/A+/Stable) and Fort Lauderdale/Broward County 
(A/Positive), with GOAA’s and Tampa’s higher ratings reflecting stronger liquidity positions, 
lower leverage and more robust coverage. 

Rating Sensitivities 
Negative: Unexpected volatility in airport traffic operations resulting in erosion of the airport’s 
current strong financial position, or unanticipated upward modifications to the capital and 
financing plans that further elevate borrowing requirements could result in negative rating 
pressure. 

Positive: Given the airport’s strong rating compared with financially strong international 
gateway airports at ‘AA’, upward rating migration is unlikely. 

Overview 

Transaction Summary 
GOAA is issuing the series 2016A and 2016B bonds to finance the costs of certain capital 
improvements, including a portion of projects for the Loop Road, South APM, and Airside 1 and 
3 developments. The bonds will also fund a deposit to the debt service reserve account, pay 
capitalized interest on the series 2016A bonds, refinance certain draws on lines of credit and 

Enterprise Summary 
Project 
Summary  Data Financial Summary Data 
Project Type Airport Rated Debt Terms $1.1 billion rated senior debt, including $196 million in new 

money GARBs and $40 million in refunding bonds. $63 
million rated subordinate debt. Airport has $52 million in 
senior parity bank loans, $160 million in subordinate line of 
credit indebtedness and $53 million in a Florida 
Department of Transportation Joint Participation 
Agreement (on parity with subs) that are not rated by 
Fitch. Separately, GOAA also has $9 million in CFC-
secured bonds (A+). Separately, GOAA has $25.8 million 
of CFC-secured revenue bonds (AA–).  

Project 
Location 

Orlando, FL  Amortization Profile Fully amortizing, 30-year term; declining amortization. 

Revenue Basis Volume  Reserves Cash-funded DSRF. $70.2 million (including $6.2 million 
for newly issued bonds) in senior reserve and $7.7 million 
in subordinate reserve funded to the three-prong test 
(lowest of 10% senior principal outstanding, MADS or 
125% of average annual DS).  

Operator Greater Orlando 
Aviation Authority 
(GOAA)  

Triggers — Rate 
Covenant 

Net pledged revenue (airport operation revenues for 
GARBs and PFCs for PFC-backed bonds) must be equal 
to at least 1.25x of ADS for senior bonds and 1.10x for 
subordinate bonds.  

Technical 
Consultant 

LeighFisher Additional Bonds Test 1) Historical Test: Pledged revenues in 12 consecutive 
months of previous 30-month period must equal 1.25x 
senior and 1.10x sub ADS; and 
2) Projected Test: Estimated annual net revenue must 
equal 1.25x ADS for outstanding and proposed senior 
parity bonds and 1.10x ADS outstanding and proposed 
subordinate parity bonds for each of the three fiscal years 
following the project’s completion date.  

GARB – General airport revenue bond. CFC – Customer facility charges. DSRF – Debt service reserve fund.  
MADS – Maximum annual debt service. DS – Debt service. PFC – Passenger facility charges.  
ADS – Annual debt service.  
Source: GOAA.  
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fund costs of issuance. This new senior-lien issuance is estimated to total $196 million, be 
issued in fixed-rate mode and have a final maturity of 2046. 

The estimated $40 million issuance of series 2016C bonds will be used to advance refund and 
redeem a portion of outstanding series 2009C and/or 2010A bonds, and to pay costs of 
issuance. GOAA is targeting savings of 7% of the refunding amount for the refunding 
transaction. 

Security 
The bonds are secured by a pledge of net revenues generated from the operations of the 
airport. PFC revenues, limited to a maximum of 1.25x annual debt service for PFC-eligible 
projects financed through airport revenue bonds, are also pledged.  

On Sept. 16, 2015, the authority made amendments to its bond resolution, which among other 
things, revised the use of PFCs to be applied as direct offsets to debt service. These 
amendments will not become effective and incorporated into the bond resolution until the 
authority receives the written consent of the majority of bondholders of the affected bonds. 
Please see Debt Structure section on page 7 for more details. 

Airport Profile 
GOAA operates OIA and Orlando Executive Airport, a general aviation facility, as separate 
entities under an operation and use agreement with the city that extends to 2065. 

The authority’s seven-member governing board consists of five members appointed by 
Florida’s governor, subject to state Senate confirmation; one member who is the mayor of the 
city; and one member who is the mayor of Orange County, FL. One of the governor’s five 
appointees must be a resident of Osceola County, FL. Members appointed by the governor 
serve four-year terms. All board members may be reappointed, provided the maximum 
consecutive service for appointed members may not exceed eight years or two consecutive 
four-year terms, whichever is longer. 

OIA encompasses a 13,430-acre site nine miles southeast of downtown Orlando. The airport’s 
existing facilities include the North Terminal complex, a multilevel landside building that 
includes passenger ticketing, baggage claim, rental car counters, various food and retail 
concessions, and a 445-room Hyatt hotel with restaurants and conference facilities. An APM 
system connects the landside terminal to four airside buildings that support 93 aircraft gates. 
Two of the airside buildings contain Federal Inspection Services facilities that serve 16 
international gates. 

The airfield consists of four north-south parallel runways equipped to handle operations under 
most weather conditions. Runways 18L-36R and 18R-36L are both 12,000 feet long, while 
runways 17R-35L and 17L-35R are 10,000 feet and 9,000 feet long, respectively. The airfield 
can accommodate all commercial aircraft currently in service, with runway 18R-36L able to 
accommodate the Airbus A380. The spacing between sets of parallel runways is adequate to 
allow triple simultaneous approaches under instrument flight rules set by the FAA. 
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Project Analysis 

Revenue Risk — Volume 

Service Area 

Fitch expects the airport’s service region to experience slow but steady economic growth in the 
coming years at growth rates comparable to the national average. Growth is underpinned by 
strong tourism performance in the primary service area and by increased diversification of the 
economy into other areas, notably health care and higher education. The positive trends seen 
in the economic base should support continued stability for O&D traffic.  

OIA’s primary service area comprises the Orlando-Kissimmee-Sanford metropolitan statistical 
area, which includes Lake, Orange, Seminole, and Osceola Counties, which had a total 
population of 2.4 million in 2015. The airport’s greater service region extends throughout 
central Florida due to its location at the crossroads of Florida’s road network and the availability 
of low airfares. OIA’s nearest competitors include Orlando-Sanford (20 miles from Orlando), 
Tampa International Airport (82 miles), Jacksonville International Airport (140 miles), 
Southwest Florida International Airport (151 miles), Palm Beach International Airport (168 
miles), Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport (207 miles) and Miami International 
Airport (229 miles). Fitch expects OIA, as the established facility serving the Orlando 
metropolitan region, to maintain its dominant position. 

Enplanement Trends and Airline Activity 

Fitch believes Orlando is uniquely positioned — as one of the nation’s busiest O&D airports, 
serving 18.8 million enplaned passengers in fiscal 2015 (95% of total enplanements) — to 
capitalize on demand for local tourist destinations and convention business, as well as the 
expanding local economy.  

Enplanements are influenced by tourism and leisure, showing modest growth over the last five 
years at a five-year CAGR of 1.9%. The airport’s peak-to-trough of roughly negative 8% 
through the Great Recession is considered moderate yet reflective of the airport’s leisure 
exposure, though Fitch views favorably the airport’s ability to quickly recoup traffic loss over the 
years following recessionary periods, thereby showcasing OIA’s market strength. Recent traffic 
growth has been particularly positive, increasing 10.2% for the first 10 months of fiscal 2016 
(ended Sept. 30), building on 7.4% growth in fiscal 2015.  

International enplanements continue to show strong growth, up 15.9% for the first nine months 
of fiscal 2016, building on growth of 16.7% in fiscal 2015. Notably, gains in international traffic 
have allowed international traffic as a percentage of total enplanements to grow to 13% in fiscal 
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2015 from 9% in fiscal 2010, helping to further diversify the airport’s traffic base. Service is now 
offered to 78 domestic destinations (77 year-round, one seasonal) and 49 international 
destinations (29 year-round, 20 seasonal). 

The airport benefits from a well-diversified mix of carriers, led by Southwest Airlines (including 
Air Tran) at 26.9% of total enplaned passengers in fiscal 2015. American Airlines Group, Inc. 
(BB–/Stable) accounted for 15.5% of 2015 enplanements, followed by Delta Air Lines  
(BBB–/Stable) at 14.7%, and JetBlue Airways Corp. (BB–/Stable) at 13.6%. As a result of this 
diversity, the airport is more reliant on the underlying market than the operations of any one 
particular airline for the generation of passenger demand. Fitch views the airport’s carrier 
diversity as a credit positive, as it mitigates the impact of scheduling or hubbing choices made 
by any one airline on the airport’s financial profile. 

Five airlines began new international service since the beginning of fiscal 2015: Azul Brazilian 
Airlines began service to Sao Paulo in December 2014; LAN Airlines SA began service to Lima 
in June 2015; TAM Airlines complemented its twice-daily Sao Paulo service with service to 
Brasilia in June 2015 (discontinued in June 2016 amid the Brazilian recession); and Icelandair 
and Emirates commenced respective service to Reykjavik and Dubai in September 2015. 

Revenue Risk — Price 

Airline Agreement 

Fitch views GOAA’s current approach of applying airline rates and charges by resolution as an 
adequate framework for the pass-through of costs to carriers. The resolution, which has been 
in effect since November 2013 and was amended and restated on Aug. 10, 2016, has no 
expiration date. Cost-recovery terms are similar to the hybrid agreement that was previously 
enforced, in that rate-making follows a compensatory methodology for use of the terminal 
facilities and a residual methodology for use of the airfield. The current resolution framework 
provides more flexibility to GOAA and the participating airlines, as there is no majority-in-
interest provision to require airline approval to proceed with capital projects, and airlines are 
permitted to cease service at will. However, past performance demonstrates that airlines have 
proven loyal to the airport given the profitability of operation, so Fitch does not view this 
leniency as a material credit concern. 

In addition to the resolution, airlines have the option to sign a rate agreement that will be 
renewed as of Oct. 1, 2016 and extend through Sept. 30, 2019. Under the rate agreement, 
airlines affirmatively agree to the resolution’s terms and further agree not to challenge the rates 
and charges calculated under the resolution’s methodology. Airlines that sign these 
agreements (participating airlines) are then entitled to share in net remaining revenues after 
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payment of all authority debt service, operating expenses and fund deposit requirements. The 
new rate agreement is essentially the same as the existing regime with modest refinements to 
the rate-making and a modified revenue-sharing arrangement. The only substantive change to 
rate-making is to eliminate the low-volume carrier discount for bag fees. 

Revenue sharing was modified such that GOAA retains the first $65 million in net remaining 
revenues, then retains 35% of the following remaining amounts: $39 million for fiscal 2017,  
$40 million for fiscal 2018 and $58 million for fiscal 2019. The next $10 million is given to the 
participating airlines, and any remaining amounts are split 35%/65% between GOAA and the 
participating airlines, respectively. The revised revenue-sharing mechanism is intended to keep 
airline costs competitive while allowing the airport to build cash to assist with funding its sizable 
capital program. Fitch believes the airline cost-recovery mechanisms together with the airport’s 
healthy PFC and non-airline revenue streams should provide for solid operating cash flows and 
adequate coverage levels over the near term. 

The airport’s CPE was lower than expected in fiscal 2015, at $4.50 compared with $5.75 
projected within Fitch’s base case, due to lower terminal area rents and a higher proportion of 
revenue sharing under the airline agreements. The airport expects CPE to rise to the $9–$10 
level by fiscal 2020, as more revenues are retained for use toward the CIP. Fitch does not view 
this increase as a material concern given the desirability of Orlando’s service area and the 
competitiveness of a $10 rate compared with other large hub airports.  

Increased levels of international traffic over the long term could also contribute to higher airline 
costs, though this is not viewed negatively given Fitch’s expectations that airlines would be 
able to recoup higher costs via higher international airfares. Fitch also views GOAA’s historical 
management of airline costs positively, as the airport has a record of maintaining a 
comparatively low CPE as a result of generating significant revenues from non-airline sources, 
which have allowed for healthy amounts of revenue sharing.  

Infrastructure Development and Renewal  
The airport’s $3 billion 2016–2023 CIP is sizable and appears to be well defined. Major projects 
include $1.8 billion for the STC, $427 million for the South Terminal APM, $703 million for 
North Terminal and airfield improvements, and $106 million for other projects. Fitch expects the 
current plan to be 40% funded with prior and future general airport revenue bonds, 28% with 
prior and future PFC-backed debt, 12% with PFC pay-go, and 20% with grants, GOAA funds 
and other funds.  
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In previous years, the STC project was planned for outside of GOAA’s actual CIP, subject to a 
traffic demand trigger of 38.5 million total passengers and 2 million inbound international 
passengers. The airport has since surpassed the demand triggers, moving the STC into 
GOAA’s CIP, which increased the overall cost and the percentage of overall debt funding. 
However, Fitch expected this eventual inclusion given GOAA’s recent traffic growth and 
believes GOAA’s financial position should be strong enough to offset the additional leverage 
under normal operating conditions. 

The STC will be a 16-gate facility that seeks to accommodate growth in both domestic and 
international traffic, thereby relieving the already congested North Terminal. Construction is 
expected to commence within the first quarter of 2017, with an expected opening in October 
2019 (fiscal 2020). The South APM Complex, alongside the Intermodal Terminal Facility (ITF), 
will support future multimodal travel connections to the airport with the ability to accommodate 
up to four rail systems. The South APM Complex is expected to be completed by August 2017, 
making it available once the STC opens. Outside the CIP, the $220 million ITF — funded by 
the Florida Department of Transportation and the rail operator — is planned to be constructed 
adjacent to the South APM Complex to facilitate express passenger rail service between Miami, 
Fort Lauderdale, West Palm Beach and the airport.  

North Terminal Complex improvements will focus mostly on expanding existing facilities by 
means of new international gates, and improving international processing with an expanded 
federal inspection station. The 34-year-old APMs for Airsides 1 and 3 have reached the end of 
their useful lives and will be replaced, providing for more efficient access between landside and 
airside. The senior Series 2016A and 2016B bonds will specifically be used to fund a portion of 
several of the CIP projects, including the Loop Road, South APM, and Airside 1 and 3. 

Financial Analysis 

Debt Structure 
As of Oct. 2, 2016, GOAA will have $873 million in senior airport revenue bonds outstanding, with 
amortization through 2045, including two Series 2013 parity bank loans that total $52 million and 
are unrated by Fitch. GOAA will also have $63 million outstanding in subordinate airport revenue 
bonds. GOAA’s debt service profile — including existing obligations, the new money 2016 bonds 
and 2016 refunding bonds — falls after 2021, resulting in a relatively flat amortization profile 
through maturity. Including expected borrowings over 2016–2019, GOAA’s amortization profile 
will extend to 2054. Annual debt service payments will rise initially, then fall to around $150 million 
in 2029, evolving downward thereafter. 

GOAA’s senior debt service reserve fund is fully funded with cash at $70.2 million, including  
$6.2 million for the new money senior bonds. The airport’s subordinate debt service reserve fund 
is also cash funded at $7.7 million, reflective of the modest nominal amount of debt on the 
subordinate lien.  

GOAA’s security package includes a rate covenant requiring net pledged revenue equal to at 
least 125% annual debt service for senior bonds and at least 110% for subordinate bonds. Under 
trustee-approved amendments effective July 2015, the authority modernized its bond resolution 
and elevated subordinated indebtedness to fall directly below senior bonds in the flow of funds. 

Additional parity bonds may be issued, provided that pledged revenues in 12 consecutive 
months of the previous 30-month period generated at least 125% senior annual debt service or 
at least 110% subordinate annual debt service; and estimated annual net revenue equals at 
least 125% aggregate senior (110% aggregate subordinate) annual debt service for prior-lien, 
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outstanding and proposed parity bonds for each of the three fiscal years following the expected 
completion date of the project to be financed with the additional bonds.  

The authority made certain amendments to its bond resolution on Sept. 16, 2015 that will require 
majority bondholder approval via a consent amendment; consent is expected to be achieved by 
2018 as new bonds are issued for the CIP. These changes include revising PFC use to become a 
direct offset to debt service versus pledged revenue at 125% of annual PFC-applied debt service. 
Rate covenant calculations will also allow for the inclusion of transfer funds up to a maximum of 
25% of senior annual debt service and up to a maximum of 10% of subordinate annual debt 
service, though transfers would not be included in the calculation for the additional bonds test. 
Fitch does not view these amendments as negatively affecting GOAA’s credit quality.  

Revenues and Costs 
The airport’s financial performance has been relatively stable over the past several years. 
Operating revenues grew at a healthy five-year CAGR of 5.4%, reflecting the renewal of 
concession agreements and expansion over the years. Over the past five years, airline 
revenues (net of credits) have represented an average of 33% of total operating revenues, 

Historical Financials — Greater Orlando Aviation Authority 

($ 000, Fiscal Years Ended Sept. 30) 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 

CAGR %  
Change  

2010–2015 
Revenues        
Airline Revenues 103,970  109,362  113,005  118,964  133,156  146,728  7.1 
Other Airfield Revenues 2,193  2,316  2,376  2,230  2,134  2,196  0.0 
Total Airline Revenues 106,163  111,678  115,381  121,194  135,290  148,924  7.0 
 Growth 1.3 5.2 3.3 5.0 11.6 10.1 — 
        
Non-Airline Revenues        
Car Rentals 69,081  78,386  79,420  83,345  87,018  91,835  5.9 
Parking  50,033  49,955  49,534  49,801  50,050  53,970  1.5 
Hotel 28,236  30,390  31,358  32,385  33,180  37,384  5.8 
Concessions 51,703  59,650  61,411  64,341  63,283  64,218  4.4 
Other  23,850  25,490  26,832  26,792  27,641  30,088  4.8 
Total Non-Airline Revenues 222,903  243,871  248,555  256,664  261,172  277,495  4.5 
Growth 4.7 9.4 1.9 3.3 1.8 6.2 — 
Total Operating Revenues 329,066  355,549  363,936  377,858  396,462  426,419  5.4 
 Growth 3.6 8.0 2.4 3.8 4.9 7.6 — 
Available PFCs 27,778  31,528  30,458  82,856  20,358  20,362  (6.0) 
Other Non-Operating Revenues 6,605  6,185  2,590  2,663  1,876  3,920  (9.9) 
Revenue per Bond Resolution 363,449  393,262  396,984  463,377  418,696  450,701  4.4 
        
Operating Expenses        
O&M Expenses per Bond Resolution 173,884  187,453  192,672  198,191  208,394  221,726  5.0 
Growth -0.5 7.8 2.8 2.9 5.1 6.4 — 
Net Revenues 189,565  205,809  204,312  265,186  210,302  228,975  3.8 
        
Required Deposits        
Total Required Deposits —  1,406  1,064  1,935  1,001  1,978  — 
Net Revenues Available for Debt Service 189,560  204,403  203,248  263,251  209,301  226,997  3.7 
        
Debt Service Coverage        
Debt Service on Senior-Lien Bonds 117,845  120,392  119,719  161,391  101,472  105,803  (2.1) 
Net Debt Service on Sub Bonds and Other 11,568  11,580  7,191  7,207  7,204  6,336  (11.3) 
Total Debt Service  129,413   131,972   126,910   168,598   108,676   112,139  (2.8) 
Coverage for Senior Lien 1.61 1.70 1.70 1.63 2.06 2.15 — 
Coverage for Total Debt Service 1.46 1.55 1.60 1.56 1.93 2.02 — 

PFC – Passenger facility charges. 
Source: GOAA. 
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followed by car rental revenues at 22%, concessions at 16% and parking at 14%. GOAA’s level 
of operating revenue diversity is viewed positively, as revenue declines within any one 
business segment could be offset by growth or stable financial performance within the airport’s 
other business lines. 

Fiscal 2015 total operating revenues increased 7.6%, primarily driven by increases in airline 
revenues (10.1%), hotel revenues (12.7%) and rental car revenues (5.5%). Increases in airline 
revenues can mostly be attributed to an increase in baggage system fees introduced per the 
rate agreement, while hotel and rental car revenues grew mostly as a function of increased 
traffic. Non-airline revenues increased by 6.2%, though growth was slightly lower than overall 
traffic growth at 7.1% as a result of decreases in service concession and other terminal-area 
revenues. Operating revenues are currently up 8.0% through the first nine months of fiscal 
2016, making Fitch’s estimate of 5.6% operating revenue growth in fiscal 2016 conservative. 

The airport collected approximately $73 million in PFCs in fiscal 2015, well above the  
$20.4 million PFCs applied to debt service in fiscal 2015, which consequently mitigates the risk 
of DSCR erosion in the event substantial traffic declines occur. PFCs applied to debt service 
represent 125% of the debt service related to bonds issued to finance PFC-approved projects. 
The remaining PFCs were used as pay-go or rolled over to fiscal 2016 in the PFC fund.  

Operating expenses increased by 12.5% in 2015, slightly higher than Fitch’s base case 
expectations of 11.8%. Expense increases were primarily attributed to various maintenance 
contracts and increases in small maintenance projects, various contracts related to the rise in 
volume for international travelers and professional services for staff support during the capital 
program. Operating expenses are currently up 8.1% for nine months through June 2016, 
rendering Fitch’s estimate of 13.3% operating expense growth for fiscal 2016 prudent. 

Key Financial Metrics 
GOAA’s debt service coverage levels for fiscal 2015 were healthy at 2.15x for senior debt and 
2.02x on all obligations, outperforming both 2014 results and Fitch’s base case expectations. 
Management estimates debt service coverage levels for fiscal 2016 will be 1.97x on the senior 
lien and 1.74x for all obligations, consistent with Fitch’s expectations. 

The authority continues to maintain strong balance sheet flexibility, with $453 million in 
unrestricted reserves as of June 2016, translating into a robust 658 days cash on hand using 
2016 budgeted expenses. Reserve levels may vary as the authority draws on funds for its CIP. 
However, Fitch expects management will continue to maintain adequate cash levels given 
GOAA’s history of maintaining a healthy liquidity position. Total leverage (net debt/CFADS) in 
2015 was low at 2.0x and compared favorably with other large hub airports, though it is 
expected to rise as current and future borrowing plans are undertaken for capital improvements.  

The authority’s updated forecast, which Fitch assumed as its base case, incorporates the 
effects of its full capital program, including construction of the South Terminal. The forecast 
assumes average enplanement growth of 3.1% for 2015–2023, skewed slightly upward from 
the airport’s five-year annual average enplanement growth of 1.9% as a result of robust growth 
in fiscals 2015 and 2016. Resulting senior coverage (PFCs as revenues) averages 1.8x, while 
all-in coverage (PFCs as revenues) averages 1.6x. Total leverage, as measured on a net 
debt/CFADS basis, rises to nearly 6.0x.  

Fitch’s rating case models a recessionary enplanement decline of 8% over 2019–2020 as the 
STC comes online, similar to traffic declines experienced through the last recession, though 
substantially less than GOAA’s largest peak to trough of negative 14.3% from fiscal 2001 to 
fiscal 2002. Even with the inclusion of the new terminal and its associated borrowing, Fitch 
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views the financial profile as resilient with senior coverage (PFCs as revenues) averaging 1.7x 
and all-in coverages (PFCs as revenues) averaging 1.4x. Leverage reaches nearly 7.0x, but 
would be expected to decrease as the new debt amortizes. Depending on the traffic and 
revenue outlook, the lower metrics under the rating case, if realized, could pressure the 
authority’s ratings. 

  

Forecast Financials — Greater Orlando Aviation Authority 
(Fiscal Years Ended Sept. 30) 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 
Sponsor/Base Case 

        Enplanement Growth (%) 9.4 2.5 2.4 2.3 2.2 2.1 2.0 2.0 
CPE ($) 6.06  7.45  7.73  7.14  10.16  9.97  9.45  9.26  
Senior DSCR 
(PFCs as Revenues) (x) 1.97  1.95  1.75  1.85  1.53  1.52  1.68  1.87  
Total DSCR  
(PFCs as Revenues) (x) 1.74  1.84  1.67  1.74  1.27  1.26  1.35  1.41  
Senior Leverage (x) 1.60  2.00  3.20  3.90  3.80  3.40  3.20  2.80  
Total Leverage (x) 2.04  2.38  4.35  5.45  5.87  5.51  5.36  4.99  
         
Rating Case 

        Enplanement Growth (%) 9.4 2.5 2.4 (4.0) (4.0) 2.0 2.0 2.0 
CPE ($) 6.07  7.46  7.74  7.99  11.24  11.04  10.45  10.42  
Senior DSCR  
(PFCs as Revenues) (x) 1.97  1.95  1.75  1.75  1.35  1.33  1.45  1.61  
Total DSCR  
(PFCs as Revenues) (x) 1.74  1.84  1.66  1.64  1.12  1.10  1.17  1.21  
Senior Leverage (x) 1.60  2.00  3.20  4.10  4.30  3.90  3.70  3.30  
Total Leverage (x) 2.04  2.38  4.36  5.78  6.66  6.29  6.20  5.80  

CPE – Cost per enplaned passenger. DSCR – Debt service coverage ratio. PFC – Passenger facility charge. 
Source: GOAA, LeighFisher, Fitch. 
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